the existing fortifications date from these years and nothing material has been added since. TM The substance of this paragraph has been repeated many times by later writers • and it may be said to constitute the accepted version. Unfortunately, almost every word of it is nonsense. The Citadel was begun in 1820, not in 1823; the works carried out at this period did not cost $35 million, or anything even remotely approaching that sum; and there are many parts of the fortifications standing, at Quebec today which There was never a citadel, properly so called, at Quebec until the one still existing was built. The need for such a work was felt immediately after the conquest, and was recommended by Murray in a dispatch of June 6, 1762, a with which he forwarded plans drawn by Captain Samuel Holland. Holland's plan for a citadel 4 was not unlike that ultimately followed in 1820, though his work was more "regular" in trace. •aP.A.C., Map Division, Plan de la Ville de Quebec 1750.
•4Supra, note 17.
•Supra, note 11.
•"Part of this Building was taken down and one Vault added .... " This presumably was done in the early stages of the work on the Citadel.
• 
